Abstract. We examine the e ect of adaptively generated re ned meshes on the P 1 ?P 1 nite element method with semi-explicit time stepping of Part I, which applies to a phase relaxation model with small parameter " > 0. A typical mesh is highly graded in the so-called re ned region, which exhibits a local meshsize proportional to the time step , and is coarse in the remaining parabolic region where the meshsize is of order p . Three admissibility tests guarantee mesh quality and, upon failure, lead to remeshing and so to incompatible consecutive meshes. The most severe test checks whether the transition region, where phase changes take place, belongs to the re ned region. The other two tests monitor equidistribution of pointwise interpolation errors. The resulting adaptive scheme is shown to be stable in various Sobolev norms and to converge with a rate of order O( = p ") in the natural energy spaces. Several numerical experiments illustrate the scheme's e ciency and enhanced performance as compared with those of Part I.
1. Introduction. We continue our study of a P 1 ? P 1 nite element method for the phase relaxation model of Visintin 20 ]; see Part I 11] and also 18, 19, 21] . If denotes temperature and phase variable, the model is written as @ t + @ t ? = f;
(1.1) "@ t + ( ) 3 ;
(1.2) and is subject to a Neumann boundary condition @ = 0 and initial data ( ; 0) = 0 and ( ; 0) = 0 . Hereafter " > 0 is a small but xed parameter and is the inverse of the sign graph. Function varies from ?1 to 1, the obstacles, within a thin transition region T (t) = fj ( ; t)j < 1g (or noncoincidence set) of thickness O( p "), where phase changes occur. Both r and vary most rapidly within T (t). Exploiting this localized singular behavior for numerical purposes is the main theme of this paper.
In Part I we examine stability and accuracy of the semi-explicit time discretization combined with continuous piecewise linear nite elements for both n and X n over a quasi-uniform mesh of size h. Under a natural compatibility condition between 0 and 0 , we obtain an error estimate of linear order O((h + )= p ") provided ", which is optimal for xed ".
In Part II we show how to adaptively produce a sequence of highly graded meshes with information extracted from the fully discrete solutions n h and X n h ; hereafter h > 0 stands for the largest element size. Meshes are re ned near the discrete transition region T n = fjX n h j < 1g, where the meshsize is of order O( ), and rather coarse in the remaining parabolic region where the meshsize is of order O( p ). The objective is to equidistribute pointwise interpolation errors both in space and time, which corresponds to optimizing the number of degrees of freedom for a desired accuracy. Three admissibility tests monitor mesh quality and, upon failure, lead to remeshing and so to incompatible consecutive meshes. The most severe test checks whether T n belongs to the so-called re ned region where meshsize is of order O( ). However remeshing is expensive if performed very often. This reveals two con icting conditions for mesh design: the re ned region must be su ciently wide to contain T n for as long as possible but also su ciently thin to minimize the numbers of degrees of freedom. An interpolation error of order O( ) is incurred at every mesh change, which may accumulate in time compromising accuracy. We then limit the number of mesh changes to O(1= p ") which, in turn, yields a re ned region width of order O( p ") and so comparable with that of T n . These design considerations are fully discussed here and shown to yield stability and a rate of convergence of optimal order O(( + h 2 )= p "). Therefore the present adaptive method improves upon that in Part I in terms of fewer degrees of freedom for the same asymptotic accuracy, provided certain discrete regularity properties are valid. This order is clearly optimal as expected from approximation theory, but deteriorates as " # 0 as predicted by the semidiscrete traveling waves of 16]; whether O(h 2 = p ") is the correct asymptotics if both h; " # 0 is an intriguing open question.
This study of di use interfaces in R d extends those in 13, 14, 15] valid for sharp interfaces and d = 2; the case = " reduces to the fully discrete Cherno formula of 15] and improves upon it. We envision applications of similar ideas for the design of adaptive solvers for more complex phase transitions such as phase eld models 2, 3] and models of polymer crystallization 12, 18] . We believe that our results, both theory and implementation, apply rather directly to the models in 1, 6, 18] . This paper is organized as follows. In x2 we discuss the semidiscrete and fully discrete problems along with a compatibility condition for the discrete data. We address mesh design in x3 based on interpolation theory for incompatible meshes, which is brie y reviewed in x4. We derive a priori estimates in x5, most notably a new strong stability result. This turns out to be crucial in our error analysis of x6. We conclude in x7 with numerical experiments revealing enhanced performance, e ciency and potentials of our adaptive approach with respect to those of Part I.
2. Problem Statement. We state semidiscrete and fully discrete problems, along with results from 10]. We then discuss properties of the discrete initial data. 
We note that (2.2) is stronger than the regularity assumption (2.1) in 11] but is still consistent with the regularity of traveling waves 16]. Hereafter C denotes a generic positive constant independent of the relevant parameters "; h; , and n.
Let > 0 be the (uniform) time step, N := T= be a positive integer, t n := n , and where 1 ; 2 > 0 are two xed parameters. The nth re ned region R n is de ned to be R n := S 2 M n : h S = O( ) : Let h = O( p ) be the largest element size of all meshes M n . Let E n denote the set of interelement boundaries (or edges). We denote by V n H 1 ( ) the space of continuous piecewise linear nite elements over M n and by n the associated Lagrange interpolation operator. We denote by fx n j g J n j=1 the nodes of M n and by f n j g J n j=1 the canonical basis of V n . For all ; ' 2 C 0 ( ), we denote the vertex quadrature rule by h ; 'i n := Z n ( ') dx; k'k n := p h'; 'i n ;
which is easy to evaluate in practice 4]. It is well known that
' 2 V n and that the following interpolation estimate is valid, for all S 2 M n and '; 2 V n , For each M n we introduce the dual mesh D n , as in 11,x3] . For a continuous function ' we indicate with' = P n (') the piecewise constant interpolant over D n de ned bỹ
We suppose that fM n g N n=1 are weakly acute, so that the Discrete Maximum Principle holds. This, in turn, compensates for the lack of regularity 5,13,15].
If we have two consecutive meshes M n?1 ; M n and corresponding nite element spaces V n ; V n?1 , we set' = n ' 2 V n for all ' 2 V n?1 . The critical issue of determining M n from M n?1 will be discussed later in x3. For the moment we assume that M n is known and explain how to compute n h and X n h . The fully discrete problem then reads: Given M n and^ n?1 h ;X n?1 h 2 V n , nd n h ; X n h ; Z n h 2 V n such that " (X n h ?X n?1 h ) + Z n h =^ n?1 h ; Z n h (x n j ) 2 (X n h (x n j )) 81 j J n ; (2.10) 1 h n h ?^ n?1 h ; 'i + 1 hX n h ?X n?1 h ; 'i n + hr n h ; r'i = 0 8' 2 V n ; (2.11) and set U n h := n h +X n h . We notice that (2.10) is equivalent to the nodewise correction (2.12) X n h (x n j ) = (I + ) ?1 ? " n?1
h (x n j ) + X n?1 h (x n j ) and that (2.11) can be rewritten as (2.13) h n h ; 'i + hr n h ; r'i = h^ n?1 h ; 'i ? hX n h ?X n?1 h ; 'i n 8' 2 V n ;
which is a positive de nite symmetric linear system for n h . Thus the discrete problem is solved rst by updating X n h using the nonlinear inexpensive nodewise relation (2.12), and then by solving the linear system (2.13) (see x7.1).
In contrast to the discrete problem in 11], we see that exact integration is used for n h in (2.13) but the resulting scheme is still practical. In fact a quadrature rule exact for quadratics, like the midpoint rule 4,p.183], would su ce to compute h n h ; 'i while symmetry and positive de niteness are preserved. On the other hand, exact integration yields the asserted rate of convergence h 2 = p " that does not seem feasible finite elements for a phase relaxation model. part ii otherwise (see x6). However, the use of quadrature for X n h in (2.13) is essential because the constitutive relation Z n h 2 (X n h ) is only enforced at nodes. The discrete phase variable X n h is used to de ne the liquid L n , crystal C n , and transition region T n as follows L n (resp. C n ) := fx 2 : X n h (x) = 1 (resp. ? 1)g; T n := fx 2 : jX n h (x)j < 1g;
phase change takes place within the di use interface T n . Since X n h is piecewise linear and jX n h j 1, jX n h j restricted to the interior of an element is either 1 or < 1. Consequently L n , C n , and T n are unions of elements, are mutually disjoint and constitute a partition of : = L n C n T n . Another important set is the so-called enlarged transition region, de ned by (2.14) T n + := T n T n+1 A n ; where A n := (L n \ C n+1 ) (L n+1 \ C n ); which must be kept xed when changing meshes (see x3.2). The set A n accounts for phase changes which occur in one single time step, and will be shown to be small or even empty for " (see Lemma 5.2 
Since X 0 h = 0 = 1 or ?1 outside T 0 + and h S = O( ) within T 0
As 
Mesh Adaptation. In this section, we discuss mesh design and mesh quality tests. We begin with our motivation for mesh adaptation. u(x 1 ; t) ? u(x 2 ; t) = @ x (x 1 ; t) ? @ x (x 2 ; t) 8x 1 ; x 2 2 T (t):
Using (1.2) instead, we obtain the alternative expression (3.3)
"V @ x (x; t) = (x; t) 8x 2 T (t): Away from T (t) we resort to to extract relevant information. The pointwise error due to time discretization is O( = p " ) for 1D traveling waves 16]. On the other hand, the error incurred by interpolation between incompatible meshes is formally (3.4) 
for a smooth nonlinear . This formula is rigorously justi ed by the interpolation theory for incompatible meshes of 13], of which the L 1 case is reviewed in x4. For Finally to avoid large interpolation errors on X n h ; X n+1 h due to their rapid variation in T n + , we assume that T n + is xed when changing mesh M n ! M n+1 . This is feasible because T n + R n where elements possess size O( ).
3.2. Mesh Re nement Principles. We are now in the position to describe the principle of mesh adaptation at a generic nth step, assuming M n?1 ; n?1 h ; X n?1 h have already been accepted. Since the de nition (2.14) of T n + needs both X n h and X n+1 h , the required information for mesh design is extracted from the current solution n h ; X n h , and X n+1 h . We will drop the indexes h and n, because no confusion is possible in the present context, and denote X = X n h ;
= n h ; M := M n ; E := E n ; R := R n ; T + = T n + ;M = M n+1 :
For any given set D , we set where derivatives are so large that would lead to a local meshsize smaller than the minimum 1 . In our experiments B is empty, but it might not be in general 9]. Set (3.8) W := T + B: In order to determine a local parameter within T + we must impose (3.1). First, for each S 2 M T+ we let S + (resp. S ? ) indicate an element displayed in the direction of := r j S =d S (resp. ? ) and satisfy dist(S + ; S) h S (resp. dist(S ? ; S) h S ); see 13,x3.4] . In light of (3.2), we de ne the velocity v S along ? as v S := (r j S+ ? r j S? ) U(x + ) ? U(x ? ) ; where x + (resp. x ? ) denotes the barycenter of S + (resp. S ? ). We then de ne C S to be the cone of axis ?v S , vertex at the barycenter x S of S, opening =2 and height 3 jv S j p ". Since and v S are reliable only when T + exhibits a truely one dimensional behavior along , we also resort to a discrete version of (3.3), namelŷ v S := (x S ) "rX : If v S is too small or too di erent fromv S , the computation is uncertain. We then replace the cone by a ball of radius 3 1 p ", which plays the role of an uncertainty region. The union of all these cones and balls is the region most likely to contain the evolution of T + for at least O( p "= ) time steps. This is consistent with the expected number of time steps, namely O( p "= ), between consecutive mesh changes as arising from (3.6). We de ne (3.9)ĥ CS := min ? max( 1 ; jv S j); H ; for the meshsize within the cone C S , or 1 in case C S is a ball, which is a truncated version of (3.1). The constants 3 and H are arbitrary and result from computational considerations; 3 may depend on n. 3 For n = 1, h(1) constructsĥ e ;ĥ S andĥ CS over G with information extracted from 0 and 0 , averages these quantities out, and creates the mesh density H 1 over G. The rst mesh M 1 = mesh(1) is next generated by tmg, and both 0 and 0 interpolated over M 1 via interpolation (1) to start the calculation.
For a generic n, matrix(n) computes the sti ness and mass matrices. The procedure phase(n) computes X n h upon updatingX n?1 h nodewise according to (2.12). The routine temperature(n) solves the linear system (2.13) via a conjugate gradient method preconditioned with an incomplete Cholesky factorization; the output is n h . With n h ; X n h ; X n+1 h , tests(n) computes the local mesh parametersĥ e ;ĥ S , andĥ CS , and checks whether M n meets the mesh admissibility tests. Whenever tests(n) = fail, the computed solutions X n h ; n h are discarded, sol update(n) retrieves the previous solutions X n?1 h ; n?1 h and updates n to n?1. This is an undesirable event that sometimes can be avoided with the option tests(n) = alert, which accepts the current solution but leads to immediate remeshing.
Once remeshing is invoked by tests(n) = fail or alert, a new graded mesh M n+1 is generated as follows. The procedure h(n + 1) constructs the mesh density H n+1 over G: it rst transfersĥ e ;ĥ S ;ĥ CS to G and next smooths these parameters out to eliminate any possible oscillation. The set W = W n of (3.8), where interpolation errors may be inadmissibly large, must not be modi ed by the mesh change. Therefore (3.13) S 2 M n+1 8S 2 M n W is the rst restriction on M n+1 . The desired mesh density H n+1 satis es A new mesh M n+1 = mesh(n + 1) of properly graded triangles, satisfying (3.13) and (3.14), is generated by tmg.
Finally interpolation(n + 1) constructs the piecewise linear interpolants of n h and X n h over M n+1 . Since M n and M n+1 are incompatible, interpolation is a nontrivial task that requires an e cient implementation via quadtrees; see 14] .
Note that regardless of whether M n is admissible or not, (3.10) and (3.13) yield (3.15) n = n+1 over W n = T n + B n ; along with (3.16) T n + T n+1 + R n+1 : Since compatibility is enforced over T n + , namely n = n+1 on T n + , and X n h = X n+1 h = 1 or ?1 in nT n + , no error will be incurred on interpolating X n h and X n+1 h , that is (3.17)X n h = n+1 X n h = X n h ; n X n+1 h = X n+1 h :
Fixing all elements of M n W is nearly optimal in a general setting; the resulting method is labeled am1. For computational purposes, however, it is always preferable to remove the constraint (3.13), which leads to the alternative method am0. We refer 
The following result resembles Lemma 5.3 of 15] which is also a consequence of the above abstract interpolation theory, but our result does not rely on a 2D argument and thus holds for R d with d 1. The rst estimate yields kr^ n?1 h k L 2 ( ) C, which will be used in (6.6) below.
Proof. SinceX n?1 h = n X n?1 h = X n?1 h in view of (3.17), we will avoid writing the hat. We take ' := n h ?^ n?1 h 2 V n as a test function in ( The presence of^ n?1 h instead of n?1 h in terms II and III is the main di erence with respect to Lemma 4.1 of 11]. We examine this e ect separately in terms II and III.
Since X n h ?X n?1 h = 0 in nT n?1 + , as a consequence of (2.14), the integral in term To tackle term II 2 we note that there is no contribution from outside of T n?1
+ . Therefore (3.15), in conjunction with Z n h (x n j ) 2 (X n h (x n j )) for all nodes x n j and monotonicity of , implies II 2 0. It is not di cult to check the validity of the following identity (summation by parts), where 0 h =^ ? Imposing the stability constraint " we obtain the asserted estimates. The last bound of Lemma 5.1 yields the following weak statement about the distance between consecutive transition regions T n and T n+1 , via A n of (2.14). k n h k L 1 ( ) Cj log j 1=2 k n h k H 1 ( ) : Here we have used that the smallest meshsize is of order O( ). We then consider a node x n j 2 A n such that X n+1 h (x n j ) ? X n h (x n j ) = 2. In view of (2.10) and the monotonicity of , we deduce 2 " = " ? X n+1
h (x n j ) ? X n h (x n j ) n h (x n j ) Cj log j 1=2 ;
which is a contradiction if is chosen as asserted. 6. Error Analysis. We are now in a position to carry out the error analysis.
Rather than using the integration method of 11], which would need test functions to be admissible for all time steps, we argue as in 10, 13, 15] with the inverse Laplacian.
Let H 1 ( ) be the dual of H 1 ( ), and G : H 1 ( ) ! H 1 ( ) be the Green's operator (6.1) hG ; i + hrG ; r i = h ; i 8 2 H 1 ( ):
Since is smooth (or convex), elliptic regularity theory implies that G is regular 4 
In addition, the norm in H 1 ( ) can be represented in terms of G as
We now consider the critical issue of extending the nodewise relation Z n h (x n j ) 2 (X n h (x n j )) to the entire . With the notion of dual mesh D n of M n and interpolation operator P n introduced in 11], and recalled before (2.9), the discrete phase equation (2.10) can be rewritten equivalently as
Since h S = O( ) within T n R n , (2.9) combined with Lemmas 5.3 and 5.1 yields
(6.6) In contrast to 11], where it is used globally, (6.4) is no longer adequate away from R n in the present context. The reason, which hinges on accuracy considerations, will become apparent in the proof of Theorem 6.1. We exploit the fact that the nodewise relation (2.10) is valid pointwise away from T n , and so in nR n , that is (6.7) " (X n h ? X n?1 h ) + Z n h =^ n?1 h ; Z n h 2 (X n h ) in nT n : In fact, if X n = 1 (resp. ?1) in an element S, then 0 (resp. ) Z n h 2 (X n h ) in S. Now we are ready to prove our main result of this paper. The abbreviations e n v := V n ? V n h ;ẽ n v := V n ?Ṽ n h are used for v = ; ; u, where V n represents the semi-discrete solution of (2.3), (2.4) and V n h the nite element solution of (2.10), (2.11) . Note that (6.8) below does not have a factor j log j as in 13, 15] . Theorem 6.1. Let fM n g N n=1 be a sequence of meshes satisfying the admissibility criteria of x3. Let " be small and the number of mesh changes satisfy N c M= p ". Since h S = O( ) within R n , on using (6.2), Lemma 5.1, and Corollary 5.1 we see that Proof. We take = e n 2 H 1 ( ) in (6.9) and ' 2 V n the elliptic projection of hr( ? '); r i + h ? '; i = 0 8 2 V n :
We then replace hr n h ; r( ? ')i by h n h ; ' ? i in (6.9) , and add the resulting expression over n. To tackle P N n=1 he n?1 u ?e n u ; e n i we notice that the proof of Theorem 7.1. Implementation. We implemented the adaptive methods am1 and am0 of xx3.3 and 3.4 using mass lumping also for n h , that is writing h n h ?^ n?1 h ; 'i n instead of h n ?^ n?1 h ; 'i in (2.11). Let M n and K n be the mass and sti ness matrices M n := ? h n i ; n j i n J n i;j=1 ; K n := ? hr n i ; r n j i J n i;j=1 : Identifying n h and X n h with the vector of their nodal values, the linear algebraic system (2.13) for temperature n h becomes A n n h := M n n h + K n n h = M n (^ n?1 h +X n?1 h ? X n h ); where A n is symmetric and positive de nite. This system is actually solved by the Conjugate Gradient method (CG) preconditioned with an incomplete Cholesky factorization. The phase variable X n h is updated via the simple and inexpensive nodewise algebraic correction (2.12). The re ned meshes are generated by the mesh generator tmg of 17], after the mesh density H n+1 is constructed and smoothed out by procedure h, as described in x3.4; no mesh has a nonempty set of bad triangles B. The nite element code is written in C in order to avoid very large static memory space allocations and to use special data structures such as quadtrees; see 14] .
We stress that parameters 1 and 2 in (3.7) are computed automatically so as to balance the number of elements produced by each expression in (3.7). The constant 3 is crucial in that it determines the thickness of the Re ned Region, and is also computed so that the resulting element cardinality matches that of (3.7) 14].
Figures 7.1 and 7.4 contain all consecutive graded meshes for two relevant examples, discussed next. Figures 7.2, 7 .3, and 7.5 depict zooms of several Enlarged Transition Regions (ETRs) together with the so-called Red Zones (RZs), namely blackened triangles which belong to the boundary of Re ned Regions (RRs). Enforcing (3.10) is equivalent to requiring ETR to lie within RR. The layer of triangles outside RR adjacent to RZ is called Enlarged Red Zone (ERZ), and is used by am0 but not by am1. For am0, ETR is allowed to touch ERZ without lossing a step, which violates (3.10). This yields fewer mesh changes and calls to sol update for am0, because the computation can continue a few more steps. 
We have chosen the local parameters of (2.7), (3.7), (3.9), (3. Enlarged Transition Regions and Red Zones at n = 78;79;80 for N = 100 using am0. Table 7 .1 corroborates that performance of am0 and am1 is comparable and much superior than that of fmm. The rates of convergence seem to be linear in the time step , as predicted in x6. The number of mesh changes N C , is somewhat insensitive to , especially for am0, as expected from (3.6); this is an essential di erence with respect to 13, 14, 15] . Note that N C and the number of sol update calls, may in general be larger for am1 than for am0, which is consistent with the explanation of x7.1. The error tolerance for CG is = 15 10 ?6 , and CG 7. There is a total of 11 meshes, which occur at n = 1; 9; 30; 54;78;104;125; 148;178;216; 259. At the beginning SR = 4874 and SP = 1372, but the relation changes as the cusp forms and eventually the solid phase disappears at n = 259. In fact RR shrinks until it becomes empty and so both SR and SP diminish. For mesh 10 we have SR = 1393 out of a total number of elements S = 2852, whereas the last mesh has no RR and S = 1379. Overall we have the average values J = 2311, SP = 1649, SR = 3012. The topological changes of ETRs are accompanied by similar ones of RRs, as depicted in Figure 7 .4. These changes are handled by am0 without user's intervention. Figure 7 .4 illustrates the dependence of local re nements on both location of singularities and discrete regularity. The absence of RR in the last mesh parallels a corresponding absence of solid phase. The concentration of degrees of freedom near the right and left boundaries as time evolves is due to large discrete rst and second derivatives of temperature.
Mesh changes are caused mainly by failure of test 1, except for the rst one which is due to test 2. There are three sol update calls, of which two are due to test 1 and one to test 2. Figure 7 .5 shows a sequence of ETRs and RZs at the mesh changes, and specially the mesh changes n = 78; 79 and n = 125; 126. At n = 78, ETR touches ERZ and forces remeshing, but the solution is accepted by am0. At n = 125, ETR exits ERR and the current solution is discarded. At n = 259, ETR disappears. 
